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Life of Brian quote – “You lucky, lucky, lucky, bastard!” 

 

Preface 

Hello, and welcome to this very brief, and of necessity sanitised, redacted and somewhat fuzzy (I will explain my 

reasons) summary of my own False Rape Accusation, which in my case was made as an integral part of a divorce / 

child custody battle. YMMV. (Your mileage may vary) 

These events took place somewhere in the United Kingdom (UK) between the years 2009 and 2010. 

This document attempts to be not only a primer for the subject, but also a basic survival guide. 

My reasons for sanitising this document are many, and include, but are not limited to; 

 The fact that Family Court cases in the UK are secret, and I have no wish to invite a prosecution for breaching 

this rule. 

 The fact that in this internet age, using any real, actual names or details is to make yourself, your relatives, 

your dependents, your work prospects and who knows what else a hostage to future fortune and anyone 

with access to Google. 

 Increasingly, internet searches of Google, Facebook, dating sites and so on are the first action taken by police 

detectives, divorce lawyers, child welfare agencies etcetera. Let’s be honest, it is easy, fast, cheap, can be 

done from a desk while drinking coffee and eating donuts, chargeable time, and perhaps most significantly 

more interesting for the investigator than many of the other tasks in the to-do list of your case. 

What I can tell you about myself is this, as much as we all like to imagine we are unique little snowflakes with better 

than average abilities, or knowledge, or experience, I am in fact quite boringly ordinary and predictable in at least 

95% of what constitutes “me”. 

This means that the whole subject of False Rape Accusations was previously as significant in my life as the music 

tastes of ex-President Bill Clinton, and also in my case I had no personal experience of acrimonious divorce courts or 

family breakups, despite being divorced once ten years ago. 

Perhaps the most significant and most non-ordinary thing about me, is the fact that I have always been a lucky 

person. I do not mean luck as in picking winning lottery numbers, I mean lucky as in being able to walk through the 

worst bits of town without suffering any harm, being able to lend money to an alcoholic, or heroin addict, and have 

them repay it 4 days later of their own volition, being able to hit some ice and go into a skid, and slide off the road in 

the only section for a mile each way without a wall, ditch or tree. 

This is significant because it means that I never learned the caution that most people, those with normal amounts of 

luck, learn of necessity, so quite often I would sleepwalk into situations that would have most people shaking their 

heads and asking “What on earth were you thinking?”  

On the other hand, it also allowed me to walk away from stuff that would have killed most people. 

This is, for the purpose of this document, significant because it is basically my luck that allowed me to walk away 

from my FRA relatively unscathed, the chances are YOU will not be as lucky as me, so you will need a large dose of 
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some suitable substitute, such as vast sums of money for the very best legal team in the Country where you live, or a 

cousin in the “family business” called Georgio who decides to get one of his henchmen to ice the bitch. 

 

 

Abbreviations 

For the purposes of this document, I will use the following abbreviations; 

 M – mother 

 F – father 

 C – child 

 L – legal professional, so FL = father’s legal professional/team/firm 

 Court – in this story this refers to the UK Family Court, a closed, secret, private court that is a subset of the 

Civil Court system, as opposed to the Criminal Court system. 

 W – witness, someone other than M, F or C who testify in Court, or who submit statements to L 

 A – agencies, those agencies peripheral to the Court, who are nevertheless integral to the procedures of the 

Court, such as for example, but not limited to child welfare departments. 

 S – statement or affidavit, basically anything in the bundles of documents that L carry into Court,  

 CB - the complete Court document bundle. 

 P – Police, specifically the rape squad. 

 FRA – False Rape Accusation, or False Rape Accused 

              (False Rape Accused also known as F above) 

 D – definitions, see the section below. 

 

 

 

Definitions 

To even hope to understand this document, much less survive an actual FRA, you have to speak the same language 

as Court, L, A & P. 

If you think the differences are akin to the differences between American English and British English, and start 

thinking about “color” and “colour” then do not pass Go, do not collect $200, go to jail, literally. 

If you think the differences are closer to “fag” (homosexual/cigarette) “fanny” (bottom/vagina) and “joint” (cannabis 

cigarette/piece of meat from a butcher) then you are a lot closer to the truth than the previous example, but still 

perhaps only half way to a true understanding. 



For a true understanding, think of the Twilight Zone, where you wake up in a world where everyone is apparently 

speaking English, but none of the words mean what you think they do, and the actual meanings of each word differ 

wildly depending upon who says them, where they are said, what they are wearing and what time of day it is. 

Nobody else, not Court, not L, not A, not P will tell you this vital secret, and you will not truly grasp it until you have 

started the long and lonely walk in the shoes of the FRA… 

I cannot possibly over emphasise the importance of this point, and it partly because of this that I have chosen the 

use of abbreviations in this document, to drive this point home. 

Unlike this document, expect your CB carried into Court by FL, ML, CAL, PL to run to 1,000 pages of A4 plus 

perhaps several hours of video interviews of M telling P all about the FRA 

If you had any difficulties at all making sense of the paragraph above, re-read the whole document, slowly, from the 

beginning, until you get to this point, rinse and repeat until you can read the paragraph above and make sense of it 

straight off. 

I am NOT doing this to be difficult, contrary, to appear clever, or indeed for any other major purpose than to help 

you to adopt and learn an approach to this whole subject that gives you some chance of getting a handle on it, 

without having to actually live through it and walk a thousand miles in the shoes of an FRA. You will have to deal 

with mountains of paperwork that talk about “Resp F ref C1” which means respondent (the accused, YOU) father, 

regarding the first or eldest child named in the case, e.g. your oldest biological child with M. 

I am doing this because I am a two finger, poke and hope style typist, and it saves me a mountain of extra typing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage 1 – the trigger event. 

And so, one day a very unremarkable minor verbal disagreement between F and M about something completely 

trivial and forgettable to me, apparently constituted a trigger event for M, literally lighting the proverbial fuse, how 

long the fuse is, how fast it burns, and the amount and type of explosives it leads to is an unknown at this point, you 

will find the answers to these questions the hard way. 

Some days, or weeks, or even months later, M makes her move, she may go to ML first and then P, or she may go to 

P first and then ML, in my case there were several visits to both ML and P in the space of a week or so, I still do not 

know which came first, I never will, and it doesn’t really matter. 

Some days later, F will either be handed / served an S from ML, possibly / probably accompanied by some sort of 

Injunction or Notice from the Court, or he will be arrested by P for being accused of raping M… this will be the first F 

will know of it. 

No words can ever hope to prepare you for being arrested by P on an accusation of rape, any more than mere words 

can prepare you for being told that your entire family has just been killed in an automobile accident… 

 



 

Stage 2 – the end of the world as you knew it. 

You have just arrived, handcuffed at the P station / precinct. 

Hopefully, you have been shocked, stunned, and scared shitless enough that you have not managed to utter 

anything intelligible as human speech. If you have said anything, it will be used against you, because of your lack of 

awareness of D, and your lack of experience of how P work. 

Your future survival depends utterly on your total, absolute, utter, literally life or death sticking to the following six 

simple rules. 

1. Confine your spoken words to P to confirmation of your name, address, date of birth and invocation of 

your right to a lawyer.  

You know that bit in the intro where I said I was lucky? I had seen, quite by chance, some months before, the 

YouTube video entitled “Don’t talk to Police.” Presented by Professor James Duane and Officer George Bruch. 

It is some 49 minutes long. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wXkI4t7nuc 

2. DO NOT SAY ANYTHING ELSE.  

Do NOT be drawn into ANY verbal communication of ANY kind, no matter how innocuous (would you like a 

coffee?) nor how threatening (we are going to throw away the key), P are EXPERTS at exploiting ANY 

communication into more communication, and 5 minutes later you have accidentally sealed your own fate, 

thanks to D 

3. Demand a lawyer experienced in rape cases.  

Any other kind of lawyer is only sufficient to find you a lawyer experienced in rape cases, return to rule #2. 

4. After you have spoken to your lawyer experienced in rape cases, if he tells you to talk to the police with him 

present (never ever ever say anything when he is not present) do so. 

5. DO NOT TELL ANY LIE, NO MATTER HOW SMALL, WHITE, OR TRIVIAL.  

Thanks to the importance of D and the one single chance you have of eventually beating the case depending 

upon not having told a single lie to the P, no matter how small, white or trivial. Incidentally, any verbal 

shorthand or abbreviated response can be considered a lie. 

6. DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES ATTEMPT TO PORTRAY YOURSELF AS A DECENT HUMAN BEING 

WHO P CAN IDENTIFY WITH, NO MATTER HOW MUCH YOU WANT TO MAKE BAIL.  

It just isn’t worth it, because not only will you not make bail, you will in fact seal your fate, and too late you 

will realise that as the FRA there is precisely zero chance of P ever seeing you as anything even remotely 

approaching human. 

Your only possible hope of making bail is P eventually coming to the very reluctant conclusion that they do 

not have enough to hold you on, at that time. 

Basically, unless you follow the above six rules to the letter, it is game over, to be realistic, even if you do follow 

them to the letter, you are not guaranteed a victory, but you at least have a fighting chance, however slim, and you 

at least manage to avoid effectively sealing your own conviction. At least following the six rules will ensure that P 

have to do ALL the legwork to achieve a conviction in Criminal Court, and / or to hand M and ML a slam dunk win in 

Court. 

Not a rule, but by way of advice, avoid like the plague all alcohol and drugs except Dr prescribed medicine, caffeine 

and tobacco. You have enough problems as it is. When I say all I mean all, the smallest possible sip of beer or 

whiskey, the smallest possible dose of dope is too much, thin end of the wedge and all that. 



 

Stage 3 – the Criminal case against you. 

Stage three can last anything from days, to a year or more. It will tend to be one or the other. 

Stage three consists of mainly sitting on the lavatory, (not yours, you have been kicked out of your home, and cut off 

from all your property, and probably sacked from your job) shitting yourself in fear, this is not a symbolic description 

of what you will be doing, but a factual one, hoping and praying that the six simple rules in stage 2 above, plus the 

lack of actual truth and therefore evidence in M’s FRA is sufficient for P to drop the case.  

If you didn’t obey the six rules, and do not continue to obey them, or get tricked into attempting any kind of direct 

contact with M or C, it is game over. Court will continue in your absence while you rot in a cell, and M will be 

awarded sole custody of C, your house, your car, your TV, and basically everything except your MasterCard debt and 

your Bank overdraft (see how generous M can be, she is leaving you at least two things to look forwards to when you 

get released from prison in 2020 AD.) 

In my case Stage three lasted one year and three months. 

I was arrested, interrogated for a few hours, bailed, and then given no information of any kind until I was told that 

no charges were being brought and the case was closed, one year and three months later. 

No apology. Don’t ask for one. 

To the FRA, one year is not just 365 days, it is 365 sleepless, nightmare filled nights. 

Stage 4 – the Family case against you. 

This starts at the same time as Stage 3, and can last anything from months to years, and it is (as in my case) M and 

ML in Court vs. F and FL. 

In the UK there are many preliminary Court hearings, usually lasting around 30 minutes, these are called Directions 

hearings. 

They appear to serve little purpose except for L and A to accrue billable hours. 

It is not unusual to attend 10 of these hearings in Stage 4. 

NOTHING about F having contact with C will ever be decided in Stage 4. 

As in Stage 3, expect the rule to be “guilty until proven innocent”, no accusation, or further embellishment, is now so 

extreme or vile as to be seen by Court and A and L as anything other than further cause for concern about F. 

You will have no contact of any kind with C. 

If you attempt ANY kind of direct contact with C, or with M, even if entrapped by a midnight phone call to accident 

and emergency to see your allegedly dying child, it is game over. 

In my case this stage lasted one year and six months, for the first one year and three months coincident with Stage 3, 

every interaction with Court, M, ML, CAL, CA, was liberally dosed with heavy insinuations about impending inevitable 

charges being brought in Criminal Court by P, and this was of course used not merely to continue to justify F’s TOTAL 

isolation from C, and C’s TOTAL isolation from C’s extended paternal family, but to escalate the terror rhetoric used 

to describe F by M, ML, CAL, CA etc.  

Google “Josef Fritzl”, you will airbrushed in next to him. 



For the remaining three months of Stage 4, after Stage 3 ended with P dropping the case, M, ML, CAL, CA ceased 

constant insinuation about impending criminal charged by P, but no retractions, withdrawals or apologies of any kind 

were made, essentially the forward push territory grab had reached a strategic point at which M, ML, CAL and C 

started digging trenches, forts and laying minefields. 

CB is probably running to 500 pages of A4 by now. 

During this period to need to become FLUENT in D, you also need to do all the research and reading and self-

education with regard to FRA’s and Court procedure that you can…. Hell, you can’t sleep at night anyway, you dare 

not have a drink, and all the caffeine is keeping you buzzing. 

Cometh Stage 5, If you have not become fluent in D, and done your research, despite having dodged the bullet in 

criminal court with P, you could make such an awful cock-up that in Stage 5 the Judge sends you BACK to P, ordering 

them to have another go at you, now you are in even worse danger than you were in your first encounter with P, 

because as far as P are concerned, this time you have “previous history” with them, and you are not a blank sheet of 

paper as you were at the beginning of Stage 2 

The other awful possible outcome at Stage 5 is that due to your lack of fluency in D, and lack of research, you might 

will avoid being sent back to P so that they might have a second go at you, but instead find that the Court considers 

your denial of the allegations as lying on oath, technically perjury, and subsequent to precedent in the UK Law, open 

to being categorised as Contempt of Court, for which you can get sentenced right then and there, no separate trial, 

no hearing, no jury, no bail, no delay, and be sentenced to a sentence of imprisonment of up to two years… if this 

happens, ten minutes later you will be in the cells below the Court awaiting transport to the nearest penal facility / 

prison / penitentiary where you will serve your sentence. 

You have been warned again about the importance of D. 

Stage 5 – the final days before Family Court finding of fact hearing, and the hearing itself. 

This starts with the end of stage 4 and the beginning of the Court hearing proper, at which the future of C is decided, 

and possibly the future of F also. 

Unlike a Criminal court, where the balance of probability to be found guilty is roughly 90/10, in a Court the balance is 

51/49. 

Unfortunately, it is not a jury of twelve of your peers who make this decision, it is a lone Judge. 

Unlike a Criminal court, in which “evidence” is required in order to convict you, such as a third party such as a 

policeman stating the he saw you doing 50 mph in a 30 mph zone, in Court, there is no requirement for any 

“evidence” of any kind to be brought by M. 

Just as some types of alleged rape are often described as “he said / she said”, the reality in Court (see D for meaning 

of “Court”) is that fully 99% of cases are totally lacking in any kind of evidence…. Nevertheless, judgments are made, 

and Court is quite capable of finding that F did in fact commit all the acts claimed by M.  

If you are wondering about exculpatory evidence that F may bring in his defence, think again, in my case F was able 

to produce used aeroplane tickets in F’s name to a foreign country, and immigration documents in F’s name 

complete with mug shot and fingerprints from that country for a given date, to counter ML’s allegation that I was 

blowing my neurons in a crack house/brothel some miles away at a later date. 

Impressive, huh? And lucky, to have retained copies of a 5 year old working trip to another country. 

No, absolutely, totally, utterly, worthless, ML argued that I could have caught a flight back 3 days later, and been 

back in this country in time to visit said crack house as claimed by M. 



F will turn to FL seeking support. FL will turn to F and tell him that ML are correct, please refer to D. 

In the UK at least, this period also represents a frantic last minute panic in which CB grows from 500 pages of A4 to 

over 1,000, in my case 11 hours of video testimony, 27 hours of oral cassette tape testimony, recorded by P since 

Stage 1, and all transcribed as 1,700 A4 pages of additional material for CB, which arrived with FL five working days 

before the hearing proper started. 

In addition, since the 11 hours of video testimony was of M making the FRA to P, since 20 hours of oral testimony 

was of M expanding on these allegations to P, and since 7 hours of oral testimony was of F being interrogated by P at 

Stage 2 about F’s alleged rape of M, this entire swathe of video tapes, audio cassette tapes and 1,700 A4 pages of 

transcripts of same, all concerned an alleged “vulnerable victim”, so F is in law only allowed to study it in FL’s offices, 

at which examination F is not allowed to make any recordings, or take any notes of any kind whatsoever. 

In my case, F did not have opportunity to view more than 25% of this mountain of last minute data, nevertheless, 

this is not sufficient cause to vacate the imminent hearing, as 5 consecutive court days have been booked months in 

advance now, and it will be at least another 6 months before Court, M, ML, A, CAL, AL FL can all find the same free 

slots in their diaries, and in any event, subsequent to new guidelines and ruling after the “Baby P” case, to further 

postpone the hearing “would not be in C’s best interests” Please excuse me while I vomit at the hypocrisy. 

Now we are in late Stage 5, the actual hearing at which the Court decides whether F did, or did not, commit the acts 

claimed by M. 

F has a late increase in understanding of D, particularly the “no evidence is required” for M to prevail bit. 

In my case, by mid-afternoon of day 4 of the 5 day hearing, when MW#2 leaves the witness stand, F suddenly 

realises something dreadful. 

F’s studies of D and general research have been fatally flawed by one simple omission, F has never been in Court 

before, and so F did not realise that the 200 pages of S (which includes MS, and WS, and F’s responses to MS, etc) 

which he has had sight of for many many months now, and upon which he has based his entire effort to date, is but 

a brief shadow of the 500 page CB that was circulating up until last week, and is basically little more than an index to 

the 2,200 page CB being used for the trial, now in its 4th day, of which 1,700 pages contain material referring to a 

“vulnerable victim”, which were only produced last week, and which F was only able to see 25% of, and which F was 

prevented from making any kind of notes of whatsoever. 

F has essentially been using the teaser on the back cover of a paperback book, to study for a vital, life changing 

examination upon the book itself. 

FL tells F, with respect F, we have been telling you since our first meeting over a year ago, that you, F are going to 

court charged with an extremely serious and quite disgusting series of allegations made by a woman, M. 

F feels sick, physically sick, again, F was stupid and naive enough to believe that an innocent man, who had survived 

P in Stage 4, who has been studiously studying D in Stage 4, who has retained an allegedly excellent L, could not 

possibly be found guilty in a “mere” (Civil) Court of some hideous crime that F was accused of. 

F has noted that FL has caught M and MW1 and MW2 out in several important contradictions in oral evidence… this 

has done something to restore F’s spirits after the trial started with M’s videos to P alleging FRA and other disgusting 

obscenities to P, on the giant projection screens either side of the judge…. 

F is feeling slightly more upbeat, and now in the afternoon of day 4 F takes the stand. 

As always in Court, FL asks F basically one question, and ML asks M basically one question, is S your story, in M’s case 

this amounts to 1,700 pages out of the 2,200 page CB that F has barely skimmed through, which turned up last week, 

plus the 200 pages “paperback rear cover” of the 2,200 page CB that F was basing his case on for the past year, 



minus the 300 pages generated by the 10 Directions hearings, and initial injunctions, and removal of contact with C 

by F 

So FL asks F basically one question, and ML stands up. 

F is in for a day of hell. 

ML directs F to page xxx in CB, it is the section of the CB that F has not had the opportunity to see before. F states 

this, there is an “Ah..” moment in Court, but it is quickly ignored and ML proceeds, referring F once again to page 

xxx, which contains something F said to P, the specific text in question contains a typographical error, of the nature 

of “I am a crack head”, which should have been “I am not a crack head” because despite the awful mental state and 

confusion that F was suffering when arrested and interrogated by P, since F has never in his life used anything more 

potent than the very occasional recreational puff on a spliff, F would never under any circumstances have said “I am 

a crack head”. 

Since it is day 4 of the trial, since these pages were excluded from distribution to F, since F never saw them anyway, 

since they only got added to CB the week before, the ability to check the original cassette tape with the transcript 

and verify that F is correct is simply not possible. 

ML states for the Court that F has admitted to P that he is a crack head, and now F is being untruthful in the witness 

box. 

An hour or so later ML askes F to turn to another previously unseen page in CB, in it, P ask F how long he has owned 

a certain vehicle (because M alleges she was raped by F  in this vehicle in 2007), F tells P “a few years”, P ask F “how 

many is a few?” F tells P “four” Since this interrogation took place in Stage 2, a long time ago now, this would mean F 

bought the car in early 2006. 

ML asks F to turn to page xxx of CB, which contains a copy of FS, which is F’s response to M’s allegations, dated late 

stage 4, about three months ago, F is of course in a completely different state of mind to the P arrest and 

interrogation period, plus F has had time to sit down and think, F has stated in the S in question that the vehicle was 

bought in late 2005. 

Neither statement denies that F owned the make and model of car that M claims she was in, when M claimed F 

raped her. 

F denies raping M, F denies raping M in a car, any car, or any location, or raping her in 2007, or at any other time. 

F is mainly concerned about restoring contact with C, who he misses dreadfully, who he is concerned for. 

F, frankly, doesn’t understand why ML is making such a big deal about when F bought the car, since neither purchase 

date is used by F as part of F’s denial of raping M, since they are both before M alleges F raped her. 

F doesn’t understand what connection the precise day he bought a particular vehicle has to do with a rape 

accusation, it appears to be about as relevant as the current price of Gold in US Dollars per ounce. 

CAL ask F a few questions. 

F is released from the dock, day over. 

Day 5 and the final scheduled day for the trial, FL, ML, CAL all make closing arguments, last one finishes as 4 pm. 

At that point what would normally happen is that the judge would deliver the Court findings some time later, 

perhaps a week or two, after considering the case, but the judge says he will deliver the ruling in one hour.  

Court is in Recess. 



F says “Oh Shit” and thinks, to be that quick, this is either going to be very good, or very bad… 

F talks with FL about likely outcome. 

FL all unanimous, it is going to be very bad, which means not just the case being found in favour of M, but also 

significant possibility (due to various redacted factors) that the Court will direct P to have a second go at F, at which 

second attempt of course P would have some 500 pages of CB as an additional resource, plus the very persuasive 

argument that the Court just found M’s allegations against F proven. 

Serious prison time is now looming once again, and the familiar “I want to puke and shit my pants and piss myself 

simultaneously” sensation, plus of course, a lifetime ban on any contact with C, plus possible sex offenders register, 

plus name and face in national papers so entire family shamed, plus, thanks to Google, in 2025, C will be able to read 

all about dad’s conviction for raping mum and then forcing her to give the yard horse a blow job, plus forcing her to 

indulge in all sorts of kinky sex involving whips and chains and nipple clamps and “watersports”. 

Eventually, one very long and very scary hour later, we are called back in. 

Yes, it was very bad. 

Court finds that because F admitted being a crack head to P in stage 2, and denied it in the witness stand, F was lying 

under oath from the witness stand. 

Court finds that because F said to P that he had bought the car in early 2006, and F said in S that he had bought the 

car in late 2005, F was lying under oath from the witness stand. 

At this point, it is obvious that F’s case is toast, and M’s case is going to rule the day. 

ML, being far more fluent in D than F, knew exactly what to look for in the 2,200 pages of CB to prove this to Court. 

ML, being the people to whom P divulged copies of M’s videos and cassettes to for transcription, naturally enough 

had access to the videos for four weeks longer than FL, 1,700 extra transcribed pages for a week longer than FL, and 

remember, due to “vulnerable victim” status, F basically didn’t ever get a real chance to see them, even in the few 

days remaining before the trial started. 

Once again, we see the importance of the six rules, and D, and research, hopefully no-one reading this won’t make 

THIS particular mistake…  

Court finds that F did in fact do many of the things M alleged, including some of the more serious allegations M 

made against F. 

Court tells F “…you did these things, you did commit sexual abuse, you did commit rape, you did commit domestic 

violence, you are a sexual deviant and you pose a real risk to C, no contact.” 

F ponders going down in flames, why not, but, as stated previously, F has always been lucky, in this case lucky 

enough to sit there in silence and take it. 

Court tells M “…you are no better than F…”, in fact Court is going to order that all relevant A investigate M’s ability to 

care for C, and also M’s ability to care for C2 & C3 by a previous partner, and to liaise with AL and Court, Court tells 

M to undergo psychiatric assessment, and other evaluations, all to liaise with A, AL and Court, with a view to 

removing all children from her custody. 

Court turns back to F, tells F if he agrees to what will be a slow and steady and cautious overview and assessment 

program, he may regain contact with C, light at first, but increasing with time. 



F is happy, hell, it is a better deal than he would have been able to get out of M in any regular family court hearing, if 

M had confined her false allegations to the usual infidelity, mental cruelty and domestic violence… whatever else 

these A officials are, they are not M, upon whom the bunny boiler in fatal attraction was modelled on. 

F clenches asshole, waiting for Court to say to F “Go to P for a second bite” or “Go to prison for Contempt” 

Judge says “Case closed”, all rise. 

FL leans in to F and says (in reference to discussions about D) “His (Judge) ruling in a Finding of Fact becomes the 

facts of the case. If F had not clearly accepted the Judge’s ruling as factual that F did x, y and z allegations, and said 

or did anything to indicate that the Judge was wrong and F was in fact innocent of x, y and z allegations, (this 

particular) Judge would have immediately imprisoned you for lying in the witness stand.” 

 

Stage 6 – after Court, the road ahead. 

Facts have been found, the Court’s decision must be treated by the Respondent, in this case F, with all the reverence 

of the Ten Commandments handed down personally on tablets of stone by God himself. 

FL, very notably, instantly started talking about F as having committed those alleged acts, they are programmed to 

do this, in UK Law, a Lawyers first duty is to the Court, not to the Client. 

FL stated that F should have listened to FL and done a “deal with ML” by admitting some of the allegations made by 

M, and allowing some others to be dropped, and allowing FL to present F to the court as a penitent, that way F 

would not have run the risk of imprisonment, or at least run it low, and not so very, very high as F did. 

FL stated that by the end of day 1 of the trial, after M’s video, F had all but lost. 

FL stated that by day 4 of the trial, in normal conferring during recess between CAL and AL, they were openly 

referring to M as “Looney-tunes” and openly manoeuvring to have the twins C2 & C3 (M’s previous partner’s C’s) 

who were no part of the actual case between M and F, permanently removed from M’s care / custody, as well as 

directing M to submit to psychiatric assessment, which could possibly result in committal to a mental health facility. 

FL of course could not tell F any of this stuff prior to the end of the case 30 minutes ago. Rules. 

FL stated that by the beginning of day 5 of the trial, A were having serious doubts about the veracity of any of M’s 

allegations about F. 

FL stated that due to recent guidelines, changes in procedure, and fallout from cases such as “Baby P” Court is 

always going to give a judgement that on paper assures the greatest safety for C, and on paper proves that Court, L 

and A all exercised maximum possible due diligence and strict adherence to all guidelines, protocols and procedures.  

In cases such as mine, with extremely serious allegations of a sexual nature made, which are essentially “he said / 

she said”, but with vulnerable children thrown into the environment, with the best will in the world, the Court 

cannot know what actually happened, but they must nevertheless cover their collective asses and play safe and be 

seen to protect the children, which means it is better (for Court) to find everyone guilty of everything in what is after 

all (in the UK) a secret family court, and then give everyone a way to improve their lot in real life, albeit slowly and 

gradually. 

FL stated that when Judge said “…you did these things, you did commit sexual abuse, you did commit rape, you did 

commit domestic violence, you are a sexual deviant and you pose a real risk to C” F must remember that it was said 

in D, which Court, L, A all concerned are super-fluent in. 

 



 

Summary 

So, in essence, the only place where I am a rapist, is in a now sealed and secret file written in D, locked away in a 

cellar, in a Court, somewhere in the UK. 

Despite the apparent opinion of my guilt expressed by the Court, once you factor in D you realise that if the Court 

had felt that it was not merely a 51/49 balance of probability, but specifically a case with ANY EVIDENCE OF GUILT, it 

becomes mens rea and actus reus, there is not just ALLEGATION, there is also EVIDENCE, at that point the Family 

Court case is frozen, and the whole thing is sent back across to the Criminal Justice side of things. 

Whereas in the Family Court just ALLEGATION is sufficient for a ruling (“Found” or “Proven” as opposed to “Guilty” in 

a Criminal trial) which is then used to make decisions about contact and residence for C, and what role, if any, M and 

F play in that, or whether C is taken for fostering or adoption, this ruling, lacking any evidence, is not sufficient for 

anything else, such as referral back to P, or the Police in general, for use in any legal way not specifically related to 

contact and residence for C, or indeed for any kind of dissemination and distribution at all, much less publication. 

In my case the matter is ended, closed, sealed and secret as far as everyone on the planet is concerned, with the sole 

exception of my future journey with A, building trust with them, that F is in fact safe to have limited supervised 

contact with C, then more contact with C, then unsupervised contact with C, then custody and residence of C. 

At each of these stages, progress reports are made by the specific individuals of A that were present in the Court, 

passed to the specific AL that were present in the Court, and reserved to the specific Judge that was present in the 

Court, then everything is sealed again. 

In reality we are talking about perhaps 6 individual human beings, and as each stage is passed, even within these 

secret and sealed files written in D, my distance from that finding is increased. 

Eventually, with luck, perhaps in two to five years, that file will be sealed for the last time, and C will be living with F. 

In reality, this is a damn sign quicker and less painful than any possible future I might have had in Family Court with 

M, in which less serious allegations such as mental cruelty and DV (the staple of all family cases) were made, and in 

which inevitably default custody and residence of C is always awarded to M. 

Unlike M, A are not Looney-tunes. 

While M may currently have paper custody of C, in reality, A are already closely involved and monitoring her home 

life, she is effectively living in a fishbowl, which means no further allegations of any kind against F are possible, not 

even DV. 

In reality F is in a better situation than M, because F has absolutely nothing hanging over his head, nothing at risk, 

nothing to lose, and everything to gain as far as C is concerned. 

Whereas, M is in a worse situation than F, because she has everything to lose, possible referral or committal to a 

mental facility, and everything to lose, both as far as C is concerned, and the twins C2 & C3, which would render M in 

effect a single, 50 year old, white female, who has lost her looks, not entitled to any State aid except the basic single 

person dole/SS benefits. If that happens she will lose her state provided and subsidised 3 bedroom house. If she is 

committed to a mental institution she will lose both children and house on the same day. 

Should C be removed from M before F has made any significant progress with A, C will be placed temporarily in 

foster care, however C’s uncle etc. will have on-going contact, and could even conceivably be C’s foster carers. 



To date F has been arrested for suspicion of rape, spent some hours in P custody being questioned, has attended 

Court a total of 23 separate times in the past two years, culminating in a 5 day hearing that actually only took 4.5 

days, and F has not had any contact with C for two years. 

F’s brother, C’s uncle, has been granted “immediate” (in actual fact A, AL, and Court will take at least a few weeks to 

get the paperwork for this sorted, so “immediate” actually means no barrier, not no delay) contact while F works his 

way through the process of trust building with A, the Court stated that reinstating C’s contact with his uncle and 

cousins etc. was a priority for his wellbeing.  

The only ruling being that F must not be anywhere near or any way involved with this contact.  

F’s possible future contact with C is a separate process entirely. 

 

 

Conclusions. 

Back during stage 3 and 4, I was extremely angry; I still am in many ways. It doesn’t help. 

Back during stage 3 and 4, I wanted revenge against M for making the FRA, I wanted M sent to prison for Perverting 

the Course of Justice, the new standard ruling for those convicted in Criminal Court of making an FRA. 

As it stands, there isn’t enough evidence to prove “beyond a reasonable doubt” (90/10) that M made an FRA against 

F, remember, all the Court CB and rulings and findings are sealed and secret, even from P. 

However, M is now in the fish bowl, and who knows what will turn up. 

Certainly, while Court’s directions with regard to M are also sealed and secret, in very real terms to M those 

directions (constant scrutiny in to everything from her daily home life now, to investigations into allegations she had 

previously made in Court against her ex, the father of the twins, all the way back to her own childhood…) are in fact 

probably more painful and restrictive and frightening than a simple trial, and sentence of 2 years, which in reality 

would mean serving 1 year in a (easy) women’s prison, with 1 year time off for good behaviour, and then released 

into society with her debt paid and able to try to build some sort of life, alone. And, that is still possibly in her future, 

she cannot maintain the 6 simple rules at the beginning of this document 24/7 for months or years of A scrutiny. 

Obsessing with vengeance and hanging on to anger is also bad for F, and what is bad for F will make F’s future 

dealings with A tougher, and that will delay (or worst case completely scupper) F’s contact with C, which is bad for C. 

If F wishes to have contact with C, and ultimately custody of C, F has to put M out of sight and mind. 

This doesn’t seem like a difficult thing to do, the best revenge F can have against M is to get on with life, a life that is 

not in any way governed, influenced or affected by M 

Since F has in effect spent the past 7 years with M, since they met at a staff Christmas party and had a whirlwind 

romance, and within 6 months the magic fairy dust had started to wear off, F in many ways feels that he was in a 

prison of M’s making for the past 6 years, 4 with her, and the 2 since without her, but without C, and the target of an 

FRA to boot, F in many ways feels that Court has essentially freed F from prison. 

 

 

 



 

Recommendations. 

1. How do you tell a good legal team from a bad legal team?  

 

Sadly, the recommendations of other lawyers are worthless, this is like asking a shark to recommend a nice 

shark, and it should be stressed that any advice that I am going to give now is based on a statistical sample of 

one FRA case, YMMV, but perhaps even a little advice is better than none… 

a. Your legal team should always treat obtaining all possible transcripts, unused P data and evidence, P 

interview transcripts (for both M & F), P interview audio recordings, P interview video recordings, in 

fact anything “official” produced by anyone “official” involving M and F in any way whatsoever, as a 

permanent crash priority assignment… in my case because it was not treated as such, despite the 

importance of it being mentioned to F and FL by a consultant L the day after F was arrested, 

interrogated, and bailed by P for suspicion of raping M… 

 

 95% by volume of this data arrived at FL almost exactly two years later, five working days before the 

hearing date, with huge restrictions on access and an absolute ban on any form of note taking by F. 

 

This 2 year delay essentially led to the Court finding F did commit the acts M alleged. 

b. If you ever get the gut feeling that FL is being “too soft” on ML and allowing them too much leeway 

with regards to filing dates, disclosure, additional accusations being filed, etc. etc. 

Follow your gut, you are right… if F starts making angry noises to FL hinting at doing without FL’s 

services, and FL start acting more supportive, this signifies nothing so much as FL looking after their 

meal ticket, which is proof positive that FL are no good. 

c. If FL do not, at a very early stage, and then constantly throughout the case, start going through ALL 

the accumulating data, building a picture, and most importantly playing “Devil’s Advocate” then you 

are in trouble, as this is the only possible method of identifying possibly exculpatory witness 

questioning strategies, the only possible method of finding quite innocent typographical errors (“I 

am not a crack head”) that can sink F on the witness stand, and the only possible method of 

detecting potential weaknesses in F’s legal argument/strategy. 

d. If FL do not, at the earliest possible stage, identify the specific allegations M is making against F, such 

as for example “abusive or controlling behaviour”, and for each individual allegation, ask F if F can 

think of any W that can testify, specifically, against the allegation of for example “abusive and 

controlling behaviour” by giving examples that specifically make such claims incredible and 

unbelievable, such as perhaps credit card receipts showing that F paid for fuel and repair bills for M’s 

car, plus a W1 that states in written S, that M in fact was constantly out and about in town on her 

own, spending her own money, plus a W2 that states in written S, that M has for several years held 

her own full-time employment earning a good salary paid into a personal bank account that F was 

not a signatory to, then you are in deep trouble. 

e. If FL do not point out, in all correspondence to ML, AL & Court, at every opportunity, that the 

multiple of “allegation” is not “evidence” and that each individual allegation does not become more 

likely to be true in direct proportion to the number of other individual allegations made alongside it, 

then you are in deep trouble. 

f. If FL do not object, in the most strenuous manner possible, constantly, that any allegation that does 

not come with a suitably precise date and time of day is not an “allegation” but a “narrative” and by 



its very nature impossible for F to discover any exculpatory evidence for, and as such precludes F 

from having a fair trial, and should therefore be excluded, then ML will ride roughshod over the 

guidelines and turn the allegations against you into a pulp fiction horror story of the most awful 

scope and dimensions… and you will lose. 

g. If FL do not warn F that by its very nature, any video testimony of M telling P about the FRA 

(remember, M’s case is made FIRST in Court, F’s defence / response comes AFTER) particularly if this 

is the ONLY video testimony, is going to carry so much “weight” that by the time said video evidence 

is completed, and before oral evidence is given by M, then F has already lost the case…. Unless FL 

can utterly destroy M’s credibility during oral evidence… 

2. How do you behave, speak and act? 

a. This is tough, provided you maintain yourself as a decent “churchgoing” meek mild accountant type 

with no vices throughout, you are at least not giving P, M, ML, A, AL or the Court anything extra to 

use against you. 

b. I say “churchgoing” above because you have to get religion, and this religion is not Islam or 

Christianity or Buddhism, it is Law, the court house is the Church, the judge is God, or at the very 

least his son Jesus, the barristers are the Bishops, the lawyers are High Priests, the lawyers 

secretaries are Acolytes, the lawyers offices are Temples, law books are the Holy Bible, and CB is 

Holy Scripture. 

 

You have an opportunity to present yourself as a supplicant, until you do, you are at best a heathen 

unbeliever… but if you in any way question any of the above, you are a heretic fit only for burning at 

the stake…  

 

If you think I am being melodramatic, remember that in UK Law the Judge’s Findings are considered 

Fact henceforth, and that the Judge alone can decide that your testimony on Oath was lie, and 

immediately sentence you to imprisonment for Contempt of Court. 

 

Even if F is accused by M of sexually molesting C, even then F has a chance, however slim, if F wishes 

to see the entire system close ranks against him like a bear trap snapping shut, all F has to do is 

argue with the Judge and insist he is wrong. I shit you not. 

c. In Court, wear Sunday best, do not speak, mutter or fidget, the only time you are allowed to speak is 

when called to the witness stand, or unless directly addressed by the Judge, or asked a quiet private 

whispered question by FL. See point b for clarification. 

d. When hearing the ruling of God at the end of the case, accept it with the most contrite, humble and 

grovelling outward manner possible, this is the “shit test”… such as…   

 

Judges are well known for deciding that they are going to “.. sentence you to a term of imprisonment 

of two years….” And there is a 5 second pregnant pause, if you react in horror, shake your head, 

mouth the word “NOOO!” the Judge stops speaking… and you go to prison, but if you look contrite 

and humble and deserving and accepting of God’s merciful judgement upon you, the Judge will 

continue with what he was going to say all along, “…. suspended for five years.”  

 

No matter what, no exceptions, continue the act until you are, one way or another, out of the 

Court building. 



e. See point b again, in all future dealings with FL, A, AL and Court, on this particular matter or issues to 

do with F having contact with C, F had better act and appear to accept that God has spoken, and that 

God’s ruling was both Holy, Merciful and Just. 

 

Having suitably declared your respect for the Holy Scriptures, feel free to join the senior Muslim 

cleric eating a bacon sandwich, the senior Catholic cleric in the brothel, the senior “family values” 

Politician cruising the gay bars, or indeed, as I did, the various L and A smiling and discussing the 

prospect of at least one year’s future earnings from continued and expanded involvement in the 

lives of M, M’s children, C, C2, C3 and indeed F in his journey to future contact with C. 

f. Hopefully, by now you will gotten the point that there is no way of behaving, speaking, acting, 

dressing etc. that stands a snowball’s chance in hell of making anything better for you or your case… 

there are however ways of avoiding certain behaviour, words, acts or appearances that will sink your 

case like a torpedo below the waterline at night time. 

3. Things you will learn. 

a. What it really feels like to be the lone sheep in a pack of wolves, discussing what to have for dinner, 

while also asking you if you are a supporter of democracy. 

b. What it really feels like to be both the last one to get the joke, and the butt of the joke. 

c. The importance of family, and friends, and of good people out there on the net supporting you. 

d. That your children are not yours, but the property of the State. 

e. That your freedom and liberty are not yours, but the gift of the State, liable to be taken at any time. 

f. That in order to win in the end, you must survive to fight another day, even if this means conceding 

to defeat today… this is the most important lesson of all, in my case F realised about six months in; 

i. that P were rejects from the feminazi/misandry party, ejected for being too extreme. 

ii. that the much lauded, respected, and recommended FL were in fact a shower of shit. 

iii. that A were the text-book definition of gross incompetence and negligence, but still active 

members of the feminazi/misandry party. 

iv. that the highly respected senior Judge who was top of his tree, was in fact not much more 

use than a roulette wheel… and an admirer of the misandry party. 

 

…but, as said before, F was born naturally lucky, and F realised that if F had made an all-out 

personal effort to run / manage his own case and win the battle, he would have died bravely 

and lost the war, buried where he fell in an unmarked grave as the Unknown Soldier.  

 

I mean this part f in the most literal and true and far reaching way possible. 

 

F has lost a battle, but a battle that is hidden in secret archives, but F has earned a 

reputation as an unwashed heathen who has seen the error of his ways, and who is now fit 

to be allowed further access to Church, the Clergy and God as a supplicant. 

g. I am now, for the first time in two years, a free man again, an independent agent, able to control his 

own destiny. 



h. The harsh reality is that I may fail with A, and never be permitted to see my son again, until he 

ceases to be under the protection / control of the State at the age of 18, if that happens, I am no 

good to him if I have destroyed myself in the interim fighting a losing battle according to their rules. 

If he comes looking he would then find only traces of a pathetic loser, not traces of a Man who he 

could be proud of, someone smart enough, lucky enough, good enough, to survive and rebuild. 

 

I must also be aware that the Court and A (M no longer has a say in this, see, even in F losing a battle 

there are strategic victories to be had) have agreed that C should resume full contact with his 

extended family on F’s side, starting with C’s uncle. C is not truly abandoned or isolated any more. 

i. At 18 C still has his whole life ahead of him, and what I can do is preserve the videos and photos and 

memories I have of him, together with ALL F’s writing and correspondence, together with all 

correspondence between F & FL, including M’s allegations and such parts of CB that I have been 

permitted copies of, and seal it all in a safe for him, even if I am dead. 

j. F has achieved the most permanent and complete break with M and MW possible, and in doing so 

has managed to completely close the book on F’s past 6/7 years enmeshed and ensnared with M 

and MW. It is over. 

k. F owned a tee-shirt back when he was a tearaway biker in his early twenties, running with the wild 

boys and having a whale of a time, it was a simple black tee-shirt with white lettering which read  

“   THERE IS NO JUSTICE – JUST US   ” 

F is going to get a new one made and wear it proudly. 

Self-respect. 

I was, and remain, a 100% innocent victim of an FRA. 

I have, throughout, loudly and proudly denied any shadow of guilt. 

I have done no deals with the Devil. 

I have testified from the witness stand an upright Man, in a clear, proud and strong voice, every last inch the 

outraged innocent victim of a malicious FRA. The lawyers and professionals and judges can all shake their heads at 

my folly all they want, I can still look anyone, including myself, directly in the eye. 

I retain the absolute moral high ground, think on how far that got a skinny man in a bed-sheet… Ghandi. 

“I cannot teach you violence, as I do not myself believe in it. I can only teach you not to bow your heads before any 

one even at the cost of your life.” 

Errata. 

F would like to close by expressing his eternal gratitude to his family, friends and internet friends and forums and 

sites and blogs, all of whom have both helped F in his fight against M’s FRA, and also kept him sane, and indeed in 

the good company of many other innocent, falsely accused men. 

F can be found online at various men’s rights and false accusations websites and blogs under various anonymous 

names, including the handle “AfOR” at the FRS, linked to at the top of this document. 

Dedicated to my Son. 

Son, my only regret is that your father is not half the man my father was. 

End. 

(Or perhaps, a new beginning.) 

F releases this document into the Public Domain. 


